WHAT
The Universal Design for Learning Higher Education Digicon, an annual virtual conference, is arranged by the UDL Higher Education Network (UDLHE). **Digicon 2022 will occur October 18-20, 2022, with a focus on international collaboration and participation.**

WHO
The UDLHE Digital Conference will be an opportunity for UDL-interested (and invested) faculty, staff, and graduate students from around the world to convene and learn together without the burden of geographic and cost-based barriers.

WHERE
Digicon 2022 will occur in Mighty Networks, an online platform that encourages networking, collaboration, and unlimited access to resources even after the conference.

HOW
This year’s conference theme will be “Digicon 2022 - A UDL Makerspace” and will support a unique learning environment that encourages boundless exploration, invention, questioning, and problem-solving. In line with our makerspace theme, Digicon 2022 will offer creative and innovative session formats that reflect key values of the makerspace – a perfect environment that encourages curiosity and imagination, where the emphasis is on making rather than consuming, and where attendees can learn from each other in a collaborative, experiential fashion.

Digicon 2022 will be offered on three days.

- **October 18** - Vendor Sponsor Day -where conference participants can meet with sponsors, attend sponsor facilitated sessions, and network with other participants.
- **October 19 and 20** - will be filled with over 40 different sessions and keynotes from all over the world.

Visit our event website to learn more!

[udl-irn.org/udlhe-digicon/](udl-irn.org/udlhe-digicon/)

Follow us!

@udlhe
@UDLIRN
#UDLHE